Feelings are feelings

Sometimes I am happy,
Sometimes I am sad,
Some days I feel good,
Others I feel bad.

Feelings are feelings are feelings,
Feelings are feelings are feelings,
Feelings are feelings are feelings,
Feelings are feelings.

Sometimes I get excited,
Sometimes I don’t,
Some days I want to dance,
Other days I don’t.

Feelings are feelings are feelings,
Feelings are feelings are feelings,
Feelings are feelings are feelings,
Feelings are feelings.
Feelings are feelings are feelings, / Come and go, come and go,
Feelings are feelings are feelings, / Come and go, come and go,
Feelings are feelings are feelings, / Come and go, come and go,
Feelings are feelings. / Come and go, come and go.

Sometimes I am hungry,
Sometimes I am thirsty,
Some days I feel angry,
Other days I’m calm.

Feelings are feelings are feelings,
Feelings are feelings are feelings,
Feelings are feelings are feelings,
Feelings are feelings.
Feelings are feelings are feelings, / Come and go, come and go,
Feelings are feelings are feelings, / Come and go, come and go,
Feelings are feelings are feelings, / Come and go, come and go,
Feelings are feelings. / Come and go, come and go.